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Exhibition by Multi-Disciplinary Artist Jane Cassidy Opens in Two Weeks

Montgomery, Alabama, June 14, 2018—The Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts (MMFA) is pleased to present the exhibition *The Undersea Well: Jane Cassidy*. Beginning Saturday, June 30, 2018, at 10 AM, guests can see Cassidy’s use of technology to create immersive and meditative experiences with light, music, and sound. The Irish artist, who currently works and lives in Tuscaloosa, creates communal settings that are guaranteed to evoke curiosity, awe, and wonder.

“Her works involve experimenting with new techniques and manipulating technologies. *The Undersea Well* is a combination of musical compositions with captivating visuals that will enhance viewers of all ages. We don’t want anyone to miss out on the opportunity to see this magical presentation that will be on view in the Museum’s galleries, “said Jennifer Jankauskas, MMFA Curator of Art.

The exhibition features multiple works of art: individual sculptural encounters simulating vast expanses, a contemplative installation melding sound and LED illumination to simultaneously evoke fireflies in nature and a celestial landscape, and a fully immersive environment of projected light and music that gently envelops both the body and mind of the viewer in the movement of the sea.

In each of her works of art, Cassidy assigns weight to light, uses harmony and tone to shape her visuals, and thereby transforms darkness. Click the link below for a preview. [https://mmfa.org/exhibitions/jane-cassidy-the-undersea-well/](https://mmfa.org/exhibitions/jane-cassidy-the-undersea-well/).

The Museum is grateful to the exhibition’s lead sponsor Renasant Bank. We would also like to thank sponsors Laura and Barrie Harmon. For more information about the exhibition and related programs visit our website at www.mmfa.org.

The Museum, located at One Museum Drive, is open Tuesday through Saturday from 10 AM to 5 PM; Thursday from 10 AM to 9 PM; and Sunday Noon to 5 PM. The Museum Store is open Tuesday through Saturday, 11 AM to 4 PM; and Sunday, Noon to 4 PM. Admission is free and donations are welcome. For more information, call 334.625.4333.
The Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts, a department of the City of Montgomery, is supported by funds from the City of Montgomery, with support from the Montgomery County Commission, and the Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts Association. Programs are made possible, in part, by grants from the Alabama State Council on the Arts.

Jane Cassidy (Irish, born 1984), "The Undersea Well," 2017, 3 channel video and 2 channel stereo sound, variable dimensions, Lent by the artist
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